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subject-a comprehensive
cover all paediatric ther;
attempting to make it only
treatment of children, the b
major point: all the treatment
developmental, if by that on
their developmental histc
developmental levels and HI
mental future need considerir
does not appear to accept tU
beginning of Chapter 1, refe
term illnesses and their
"Therapists, especially ph)
have been able to treat the
send the child elsewhere for
ment." (my italics).
Once again Sophie Levitt

courage to attempt the near i
describe to a wide readersh
even those doing it do not full
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enjoy some chapters will stru
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diverse and amorphous
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Dr Sugarman has undertaken
project in writing this book. TI
is only partly successful is pern
surprising as it not only "tell
thing you need to know abou
diagnoses and treatment of el
is also aimed at "persons with
orders, their families, physiciz
employers and others in

epilepsy".
This handbook is a well laid

back volume, which is divide(

lengthy chapters entitled-I
the Seizure Experience; Diagi
ment and Living with Epile
these major divisions there
defined sub-headings, and the

presented as questions and a

certainly allows some of the n
problems to be discussed, bi
make the argument rather

Although there is an element

viewer is that med learning in the presentation of infor-
not a finite mation and a very full glossary running to
book would 20 pages, the book will be of most value to
apy-and in those readers already conversant with
part of the some of the problems that epilepsy can

)ook misses a present. Technical terms are used in full,
tof children is and the range of topics covered is very
ie means that wide, from the classification of seizures to
cry, present exemption from military service, and from
kely develop- laws relating to compulsory sterilization to
ng. The editor the anticonvulsant properties of marijuana!
uis and at the The author has made an admirable attempt
rring to short to give clear cut answers to the questions
like, states: posed, but in so doing the results are some-
ysiotherapists, times a little misleading. For example: Q:
malady and '"Will head trauma cause epilepsy?" A:
his develop- "Yes. Head injuries can cause an epileptic

attack at any time". There are also a few
has had the unfortunate errors. For example, Hunting-

impossible: to ton's chorea is said to be "an autosomal
sip something recessive disease". As no references are
ly understand. given it is difficult to know the authenticity
nd those who of some statements, such as "some anti-
iggle with the convulsants (carbamazepine) may cause
rs. However it impotence but rarely infertility." The Brit-
and will be ish physician may also be rather alarmed at

helping them Dr Sugarman's somewhat over-inclusive
f a complex, approach, as, for example, he lists 42 symp-
subject. I toms which may be caused by " hypo-

t and felt suit- glycaemia". Included in these are chronic
fatigue, reduced intitiative and "making

DAVID SCOTt mountains out of molehills".
As a significant amount of the informa-

tion in this book only applies in the USA, it
le to Under- is difficult to recommend it whole-
By Gerald I heartedly to the British reader, profes-
Toronto: CV sional or otherwise. Nevertheless it is
lackwell Sci- interesting to compare Dr Sugarman' s

refeshingly direct approach to that of some
UK authors. Anthony Hopkin's book-

an ambitious "Epilepsy-The Facts"-is the nearest
he fact that it British equivalent to date, although he
haps not very does not adopt the question/answer format.
s you every- A new book by Mary and John Laidlaw-
t the causes, "People with Epilepsy"-is aimed primar-
pilepsy", but ily at non medical professionals. It con-
seizure dis- tains, amongst much else, a lot of very care-

ans, lawyers, ful explanation about the working of the
iterested in brain, which Dr Sugarman omits

altogether, but these authors do not pres-
d out paper- ent the reader with a large battery of tech-
d into rather nical terms. Explanation rather than jargon
Introduction; is also to be one of the key features of a
nosis; Treat- new book to be published in January 1985
psy. Within by Peter Jeavons and Alec Aspinall-"The
are clearly Epilepsy Reference Book"-which will
text itself is adopt the question/answer format. This dif-

Lnswers. This ference in approach between the UK and
nore difficult USA perhaps reflects the different way in
ut does also which British -and American people with
fragmented. epilepsy and their physicians perceive
of program- themselves and each other. Dr Sugarman
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clearly views his patients as consumers, and
indeed gives detailed instructions about
filing complaints to the Director of Civil
Rights. He has made a valiant attempt to
teach his readers the technical language
they will require to cope with travel in the
other country of medicine and disable-
ment.
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